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In this book, the author leads the reader, step by step and without any advanced mathematics,
to a clear understanding of the foundations of modern elementary particle physics and
cosmology. He also addresses current and controversial questions on topics such as string
theory. The book contains gentle introductions to the theories of special and general relativity,
and also classical and quantum field theory. The essential aspects of these concepts are
understood with the help of simple calculations; for example, the force of gravity as a
consequence of the curvature of the space-time. Also treated are the Big Bang, dark matter
and dark energy, as well as the presently known interactions of elementary particles:
electrodynamics, the strong and the weak interactions including the Higgs boson. Finally, the
book sketches as yet speculative theories: Grand Unification theories, supersymmetry, string
theory and the idea of additional dimensions of space-time. Since no higher mathematical or
physics expertise is required, the book is also suitable for college and university students at the
beginning of their studies. Hobby astronomers and other science enthusiasts seeking a deeper
insight than can be found in popular treatments will also appreciate this unique book.
This book, written by researchers who had been professionals in accelerator physics before
becoming leaders of groups in astroparticle physics, introduces both fields in a balanced and
elementary way, requiring only a basic knowledge of quantum mechanics on the part of the
reader. The new profile of scientists in fundamental physics ideally involves the merging of
knowledge in astroparticle and particle physics, but the duration of modern experiments is such
that people cannot simultaneously be practitioners in both. Introduction to Particle and
Astroparticle Physics is designed to bridge the gap between the fields. It can be used as a selftraining book, a consultation book, or a textbook providing a “modern” approach to particles
and fundamental interactions.
This book provides an introduction to the current state of our knowledge about the structure of
matter. Gerhard Ecker describes the development of modern physics from the beginning of the
quantum age to the standard model of particle physics, the fundamental theory of interactions
of the microcosm. The focus lies on the most important discoveries and developments, e.g. of
quantum field theory, gauge theories and the future of particle physics. The author also
emphasizes the interplay between theory and experiment, which helps us to explore the
deepest mysteries of nature. "Particles, Fields, Quanta" is written for everyone who enjoys
physics. It offers high school graduates and students of physics in the first semesters an
encouragement to understand physics more deeply. Teachers and others interested in physics
will find useful insights into the world of particle physics. For advanced students, the book can
serve as a comprehensive preparation for lectures on particle physics and quantum field
theory. A brief outline of the mathematical structures, an index of persons with research
focuses and a glossary for quick reference of important terms such as gauge theory, spin and
symmetry complete the book. From the foreword by Michael Springer: “The great successes
and the many open questions this book describes illustrate how immensely complicated nature
is and nevertheless how much we already understand of it.” The author Gerhard Ecker studied
theoretical physics with Walter Thirring at the University of Vienna. His research focus has
been on theoretical particle physics, in particular during several long-term visits at CERN, the
European Organisation for Nuclear Research in Geneva. In 1986 he was promoted to
Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University of Vienna. Since 1977 he has given both
basic lectures in theoretical physics and advanced courses on different topics in particle
physics, e.g., quantum field theory, symmetry groups in particle physics and renormalisation in
quantum field theory.
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This undergraduate textbook provides a simple, concise introduction to tensor algebra and
analysis, as well as special and general relativity. With a plethora of examples, explanations,
and exercises, it forms a well-rounded didactic text that will be useful for any related course.
The book is divided into three main parts, all based on lecture notes that have been refined for
classroom teaching over the past two decades. Part I provides students with a comprehensive
overview of tensors. Part II links the very introductory first part and the relatively advanced third
part, demonstrating the important intermediate-level applications of tensor analysis. Part III
contains an extended discussion of general relativity, and includes material useful for students
interested primarily in quantum field theory and quantum gravity. Tailored to the
undergraduate, this textbook offers explanations of technical material not easily found or
detailed elsewhere, including an understandable description of Riemann normal coordinates
and conformal transformations. Future theoretical and experimental physicists, as well as
mathematicians, will thus find it a wonderful first read on the subject.
This book presents a comprehensive course of quantum mechanics for undergraduate and
graduate students. After a brief outline of the innovative ideas that lead up to the quantum
theory, the book reviews properties of the Schrödinger equation, the quantization phenomena
and the physical meaning of wave functions. The book discusses, in a direct and intelligible
style, topics of the standard quantum formalism like the dynamical operators and their
expected values, the Heisenberg and matrix representation, the approximate methods, the
Dirac notation, harmonic oscillator, angular momentum and hydrogen atom, the spin-field and
spin-orbit interactions, identical particles and Bose-Einstein condensation etc. Special
emphasis is devoted to study the tunneling phenomena, transmission coefficients, phase
coherence, energy levels splitting and related phenomena, of interest for quantum devices and
heterostructures. The discussion of these problems and the WKB approximation is done using
the transfer matrix method, introduced at a tutorial level. This book is a textbook for upper
undergraduate physics and electronic engineering students.
"Basic Concepts in Physics: From the Cosmos to Quarks" is the outcome of the authors' long
and varied teaching experience in different countries and for different audiences, and gives an
accessible and eminently readable introduction to all the main ideas of modern physics. The
book’s fresh approach, using a novel combination of historical and conceptual viewpoints,
makes it ideal complementary reading to more standard textbooks. The first five chapters are
devoted to classical physics, from planetary motion to special relativity, always keeping in mind
its relevance to questions of contemporary interest. The next six chapters deal mainly with
newer developments in physics, from quantum theory and general relativity to grand unified
theories, and the book concludes by discussing the role of physics in living systems. A basic
grounding in mathematics is required of the reader, but technicalities are avoided as far as
possible; thus complex calculations are omitted so long as the essential ideas remain clear.
The book is addressed to undergraduate and graduate students in physics and will also be
appreciated by many professional physicists. It will likewise be of interest to students,
researchers and teachers of other natural sciences, as well as to engineers, high-school
teachers and the curious general reader, who will come to understand what physics is about
and how it describes the different phenomena of Nature. Not only will readers of this book
learn much about physics, they will also learn to love it.
The book provides theoretical and phenomenological insights on the structure of matter,
presenting concepts and features of elementary particle physics and fundamental aspects of
nuclear physics. Starting with the basics (nomenclature, classification, acceleration techniques,
detection of elementary particles), the properties of fundamental interactions (electromagnetic,
weak and strong) are introduced with a mathematical formalism suited to undergraduate
students. Some experimental results (the discovery of neutral currents and of the W± and Z0
bosons; the quark structure observed using deep inelastic scattering experiments) show the
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necessity of an evolution of the formalism. This motivates a more detailed description of the
weak and strong interactions, of the Standard Model of the microcosm with its experimental
tests, and of the Higgs mechanism. The open problems in the Standard Model of the
microcosm and macrocosm are presented at the end of the book.
This textbook teaches classical mechanics as one of the foundations of physics. It describes
the mechanical stability and motion in physical systems ranging from the molecular to the
galactic scale. Aside from the standard topics of mechanics in the physics curriculum, this book
includes an introduction to the theory of elasticity and its use in selected modern engineering
applications, e.g. dynamic mechanical analysis of viscoelastic materials. The text also covers
many aspects of numerical mechanics, ranging from the solution of ordinary differential
equations, including molecular dynamics simulation of many particle systems, to the finite
element method. Attendant Mathematica programs or parts thereof are provided in conjunction
with selected examples. Numerous links allow the reader to connect to related subjects and
research topics. Among others this includes statistical mechanics (separate chapter), quantum
mechanics, space flight, galactic dynamics, friction, and vibration spectroscopy. An
introductory chapter compiles all essential mathematical tools, ranging from coordinates to
complex numbers. Completely solved problems and examples facilitate a thorough
understanding of the material.
The two-volume textbook Quantum Mechanics for Pedestrians provides an introduction to the
basics of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. Originally written as a course for students of
science education, the book addresses all those science students and others who are looking
for a reasonably simple, fresh and modern introduction to the field. The basic principles of
quantum mechanics are presented in the first volume. This second volume discusses
applications and extensions to more complex problems. In addition to topics traditionally dealt
with in quantum mechanics texts, such as symmetries or many-body problems, here also
issues of current interest such as entanglement, Bell's inequalities, decoherence and various
aspects of quantum information are treated in detail. Furthermore, questions of the basis of
quantum mechanics and epistemological issues are discussed explicitly; these are relevant
e.g. to the realism debate. A chapter on the interpretations of quantum mechanics completes
this volume. The necessary mathematical tools are introduced step by step; in the appendix,
the most relevant mathematics is compiled in compact form. More advanced topics such as the
Lenz vector, Hardy's experiment and Shor's algorithm are treated in more detail in the
appendix. As an essential aid to learning and teaching, 130 exercises are included, most of
them with their solutions.
This book presents more than 200 problems, with detailed guided solutions, spanning key
areas of particle physics and astrophysics. The selected examples enable students to gain a
deeper understanding of these fields and also offer valuable support in the preparation for
written examinations. The book is an ideal companion to Introduction to Particle and
Astroparticle Physics: Multimessenger Astronomy and its Particle Physics Foundations, written
by Alessandro De Angelis and Mário Pimenta and published in its second edition in Springer's
Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics series in 2018. It can, however, also be used
independently. The present book is organized into 11 chapters that match exactly those in the
companion textbook, and each of the exercises is given a title to facilitate identification of the
subject within that book. Some new exercises have been added because they are considered
helpful on the basis of the experience gained by teachers while using the textbook. Beyond
students on relevant courses, exercises and solutions in particle and astroparticle physics are
of value for physics teachers and to all who seek aid to self-training.
This book, the second in a two-volume set, provides an introduction to the basics of (mainly)
non-relativistic quantum mechanics. While the first volume addresses the basic principles, this
second volume discusses applications and extensions to more complex problems. In addition
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to topics dealt with in traditional quantum mechanics texts, such as symmetries or many-body
problems, it also treats issues of current interest such as entanglement, Bell’s inequality,
decoherence and various aspects of quantum information in detail. Furthermore, questions
concerning the basis of quantum mechanics and epistemological issues which are relevant
e.g. to the realism debate are discussed explicitly. A chapter on the interpretations of quantum
mechanics rounds out the book. Readers are introduced to the requisite mathematical tools
step by step. In the appendix, the most relevant mathematics is compiled in compact form, and
more advanced topics such as the Lenz vector, Hardy’s experiment and Shor’s algorithm are
treated in more detail. As an essential aid to learning and teaching, 130 exercises are included,
most of them with solutions. This revised second edition is expanded by an introduction into
some ideas and problems of relativistic quantum mechanics. In this second volume, an
overview of quantum field theory is given and basic conceptions of quantum electrodynamics
are treated in some detail. Originally written as a course for students of science education, the
book addresses all those science students and others who are looking for a reasonably simple,
fresh and modern introduction to the field.
This book presents the fundamental concepts of electromagnetism through problems with a
brief theoretical introduction at the beginning of each chapter. The present book has a strong
didactic character. It explains all the mathematical steps and the theoretical concepts
connected with the development of the problem. It guides the reader to understand the
employed procedures to learn to solve the exercises independently. The exercises are
structured in a similar way: The chapters begin with easy problems increasing progressively in
the level of difficulty. This book is written for students of physics and engineering in the
framework of the new European Plans of Study for Bachelor and Master and also for tutors
and lecturers.
Over the course of the last century it has become clear that both elementary particle physics
and relativity theories are based on the notion of symmetries. These symmetries become
manifest in that the "laws of nature" are invariant under spacetime transformations and/or
gauge transformations. The consequences of these symmetries were analyzed as early as in
1918 by Emmy Noether on the level of action functionals. Her work did not receive due
recognition for nearly half a century, but can today be understood as a recurring theme in
classical mechanics, electrodynamics and special relativity, Yang-Mills type quantum field
theories, and in general relativity. As a matter of fact, as shown in this monograph, many
aspects of physics can be derived solely from symmetry considerations. This substantiates the
statement of E.P. Wigner "... if we knew all the laws of nature, or the ultimate Law of nature,
the invariance properties of these laws would not furnish us new information." Thanks to
Wigner we now also understand the implications of quantum physics and symmetry
considerations: Poincare invariance dictates both the characteristic properties of particles
(mass, spin, ...) and the wave equations of spin 0, 1/2, 1, ... objects. Further, the work of C.N.
Yang and R. Mills reveals the consequences of internal symmetries as exemplified in the
symmetry group of elementary particle physics. Given this pivotal role of symmetries it is thus
not surprising that current research in fundamental physics is to a great degree motivated and
inspired by considerations of symmetry. The treatment of symmetries in this monograph
ranges from classical physics to now well-established theories of fundamental interactions, to
the latest research on unified theories and quantum gravity.
This unique textbook presents a novel, axiomatic pedagogical path from classical to quantum
physics. Readers are introduced to the description of classical mechanics, which rests on
Euler’s and Helmholtz’s rather than Newton’s or Hamilton’s representations. Special
attention is given to the common attributes rather than to the differences between classical and
quantum mechanics. Readers will also learn about Schrödinger’s forgotten demands on
quantization, his equation, Einstein’s idea of ‘quantization as selection problem’. The
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Schrödinger equation is derived without any assumptions about the nature of quantum
systems, such as interference and superposition, or the existence of a quantum of action, h.
The use of the classical expressions for the potential and kinetic energies within quantum
physics is justified. Key features: · Presents extensive reference to original texts. · Includes
many details that do not enter contemporary representations of classical mechanics, although
these details are essential for understanding quantum physics. · Contains a simple level of
mathematics which is seldom higher than that of the common (Riemannian) integral. · Brings
information about important scientists · Carefully introduces basic equations, notations and
quantities in simple steps This book addresses the needs of physics students, teachers and
historians with its simple easy to understand presentation and comprehensive approach to
both classical and quantum mechanics..
In this introductory text, physics concepts are introduced as a means of understanding
experimental observations, not as a sequential list of facts to be memorized. The book is
structured around the key scientific discoveries that led to much of our current understanding
of the universe. Numerous exercises are provided that utilize Mathematica software to help
students explore how the language of mathematics is used to describe physical phenomena.
Topics requiring quantum mechanics for a more complete explanation are identified but not
pursued. In a departure from the traditional methodology and subject matter used in
introductory physics texts, this is organized in a manner that will facilitate a guided discovery
style of instruction. Students will obtain much more detailed information about fewer topics and
will also gain proficiency with Mathematica, a powerful tool with many potential uses in
subsequent courses.
One could make the claim that all branches of physics are basically generalizations of classical
mechanics. It is also often the first course which is taught to physics students. The approach of
this book is to construct an intermediate discipline between general courses of physics and
analytical mechanics, using more sophisticated mathematical tools. The aim of this book is to
prepare a self-consistent and compact text that is very useful for teachers as well as for
independent study.

Combinatorial Kalman filters are a standard tool today for pattern recognition and
charged particle reconstruction in high energy physics. In this thesis the
implementation of the track finding software for the Belle II experiment and first
studies on early Belle II data are presented. The track finding algorithm exploits
novel concepts such as multivariate track quality estimates to form charged
trajectory hypotheses combining information from the Belle II central drift
chamber with the inner vertex sub-detectors. The eventual track candidates show
an improvement in resolution on the parameters describing their spatial and
momentum properties by up to a factor of seven over the former legacy
implementation. The second part of the thesis documents a novel way to
determine the collision event null time T0 and the implementation of optimisation
steps in the online reconstruction code, which proved crucial in overcoming the
high level trigger limitations.
This book introduces particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology. Starting from
an experimental perspective, it provides a unified view of these fields that reflects
the very rapid advances being made. This new edition has a number of
improvements and has been updated to describe the recent discovery of
gravitational waves and astrophysical neutrinos, which started the new era of
multimessenger astrophysics; it also includes new results on the Higgs particle.
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Astroparticle and particle physics share a common problem: we still don’t have a
description of the main ingredients of the Universe from the point of view of its
energy budget. Addressing these fascinating issues, and offering a balanced
introduction to particle and astroparticle physics that requires only a basic
understanding of quantum and classical physics, this book is a valuable
resource, particularly for advanced undergraduate students and for those
embarking on graduate courses. It includes exercises that offer readers practical
insights. It can be used equally well as a self-study book, a reference and a
textbook.
This book provides an in-depth and accessible description of special relativity
and quantum mechanics which together form the foundation of 21st century
physics. A novel aspect is that symmetry is given its rightful prominence as an
integral part of this foundation. The book offers not only a conceptual
understanding of symmetry, but also the mathematical tools necessary for
quantitative analysis. As such, it provides a valuable precursor to more focused,
advanced books on special relativity or quantum mechanics. Students are
introduced to several topics not typically covered until much later in their
education.These include space-time diagrams, the action principle, a proof of
Noether's theorem, Lorentz vectors and tensors, symmetry breaking and general
relativity. The book also provides extensive descriptions on topics of current
general interest such as gravitational waves, cosmology, Bell's theorem,
entanglement and quantum computing. Throughout the text, every opportunity is
taken to emphasize the intimate connection between physics, symmetry and
mathematics.The style remains light despite the rigorous and intensive content.
The book is intended as a stand-alone or supplementary physics text for a one or
two semester course for students who have completed an introductory calculus
course and a first-year physics course that includes Newtonian mechanics and
some electrostatics. Basic knowledge of linear algebra is useful but not essential,
as all requisite mathematical background is provided either in the body of the text
or in the Appendices. Interspersed through the text are well over a hundred
worked examples and unsolved exercises for the student.
The aim of this book is to introduce a graduate student to selected concepts in
condensed matter physics for which the language of field theory is ideally suited.
The examples considered in this book are those of superfluidity for weakly
interacting bosons, collinear magnetism, and superconductivity. Quantum phase
transitions are also treated in the context of quantum dissipative junctions and
interacting fermions constrained to one-dimensional position space. The style of
presentation is sufficiently detailed and comprehensive that it only presumes
familiarity with undergraduate physics.
This book, the first in a two-volume set, provides an introduction to the
fundamentals of (mainly) non-relativistic quantum mechanics. This first volume
chiefly focuses on the essential principles, while applications and extensions of
the formalism can be found in volume 2. Including but also moving beyond
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material that is covered in traditional textbooks on quantum mechanics, the book
discusses in detail current issues such as interaction-free quantum
measurements or neutrino oscillations, as well as fundamental problems and
epistemological questions, such as the measurement problem. A chapter on the
postulates of quantum mechanics rounds off this first volume. In order to quickly
and clearly present the main principles of quantum mechanics and its
mathematical formulation, there is a systematic transition between wave
mechanics and algebraic representation in the first few chapters, in which the
required mathematical tools are introduced step by step. Moreover, the appendix
concisely reviews the most important mathematical tools, allowing readers to
largely dispense with supplementary literature. The appendix also explores
advanced topics, such as the Quantum-Zeno effect and time-delay experiments.
Over 250 exercises, most of them with solutions, help to deepen the reader’s
understanding of the topics discussed. This revised second edition is expanded
by an introduction to some ideas and problems of relativistic quantum mechanics.
In this first volume, the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac equations are treated.
Fundamentals of other areas are compiled in compact form, i.e., outlines of
special relativity, classical field theory and electrodynamics. The book is chiefly
intended for student science teachers and all students of physics, majors and
minors alike, who are looking for a reasonably easy and modern introduction to
quantum mechanics.
The first part of this book gives a self-contained and mathematically rigorous
exposition of classical conformal symmetry in n dimensions and its quantization
in two dimensions. The second part surveys some more advanced topics of
conformal field theory.
????????????????:“????”???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????,?????????,????????????????
This is the first book that focuses entirely on the fundamental questions in
visualization. Unlike other existing books in the field, it contains discussions that
go far beyond individual visual representations and individual visualization
algorithms. It offers a collection of investigative discourses that probe these
questions from different perspectives, including concepts that help frame these
questions and their potential answers, mathematical methods that underpin the
scientific reasoning of these questions, empirical methods that facilitate the
validation and falsification of potential answers, and case studies that stimulate
hypotheses about potential answers while providing practical evidence for such
hypotheses. Readers are not instructed to follow a specific theory, but their
attention is brought to a broad range of schools of thoughts and different ways of
investigating fundamental questions. As such, the book represents the by now
most significant collective effort for gathering a large collection of discourses on
the foundation of data visualization. Data visualization is a relatively young
scientific discipline. Over the last three decades, a large collection of computersupported visualization techniques have been developed, and the merits and
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benefits of using these techniques have been evidenced by numerous
applications in practice. These technical advancements have given rise to the
scientific curiosity about some fundamental questions such as why and how
visualization works, when it is useful or effective and when it is not, what are the
primary factors affecting its usefulness and effectiveness, and so on. This book
signifies timely and exciting opportunities to answer such fundamental questions
by building on the wealth of knowledge and experience accumulated in
developing and deploying visualization technology in practice.
This book provides a chronological introduction to the electromagnetic theory of light, using
selected extracts from classic texts such as Gilbert’s De Magnete, Franklin’s Experiments and
Observations on Electricity, and Huygens’ Treatise on Light. Particular attention is given to the
works of Faraday, Maxwell and Heaviside, scientists who unified the formerly separate
disciplines of electricity, magnetism and light. Their electromagnetic theory—developed during
the 19th century—would lead to the invention of modern radar, electrical power grids, and
telecommunication networks. Each chapter of this book begins with a short introduction
followed by a reading selection. Carefully crafted study questions draw out key points in the
text and focus the reader’s attention on the author’s methods, analysis and conclusions.
Numerical and laboratory exercises at the end of each chapter test the reader’s ability to
understand and apply key concepts from the text. Electricity, Magnetism and Light is the third
of four volumes in A Student’s Guide through the Great Physics Texts. This book grew out of a
four-semester undergraduate physics curriculum designed to encourage a critical and
circumspect approach to natural science while at the same time preparing students for
advanced coursework in physics. This book is particularly suitable as a college-level textbook
for students of the natural sciences, history or philosophy. It can also serve as a textbook for
advanced high-school or home-schooled students, or as a thematically-organized source-book
for scholars and motivated lay-readers. In studying the classic scientific texts included herein,
the reader will be drawn toward a lifetime of contemplation.
This book explains - in simple terms and with almost no mathematics - the physics behind
recent and glamorous discoveries in Cosmology, Quantum Mechanics, Elementary Particles
(e.g. Higgs bosons) and Complexity Theory. En route it delves into the historical landmarks
and revolutions that brought about our current understanding of the universe. The book is
written mainly for those with little scientific background, both college students and lay readers
alike, who are curious about the world of modern physics. Unsolved problems are highlighted
and the philosophical implications of the sometimes astounding modern discoveries are
discussed. Along the way the reader gains an insight into the mindset and methodology of a
physicist.
This book shows how Lie group and integrability techniques, originally developed for
differential equations, have been adapted to the case of difference equations. Difference
equations are playing an increasingly important role in the natural sciences. Indeed, many
phenomena are inherently discrete and thus naturally described by difference equations. More
fundamentally, in subatomic physics, space-time may actually be discrete. Differential
equations would then just be approximations of more basic discrete ones. Moreover, when
using differential equations to analyze continuous processes, it is often necessary to resort to
numerical methods. This always involves a discretization of the differential equations involved,
thus replacing them by difference ones. Each of the nine peer-reviewed chapters in this
volume serves as a self-contained treatment of a topic, containing introductory material as well
as the latest research results and exercises. Each chapter is presented by one or more early
career researchers in the specific field of their expertise and, in turn, written for early career
researchers. As a survey of the current state of the art, this book will serve as a valuable
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reference and is particularly well suited as an introduction to the field of symmetries and
integrability of difference equations. Therefore, the book will be welcomed by advanced
undergraduate and graduate students as well as by more advanced researchers.
Physics from SymmetrySpringer
This book presents the science of tensors in a didactic way. The various types and ranks of
tensors and the physical basis is presented. Cartesian Tensors are needed for the description
of directional phenomena in many branches of physics and for the characterization the
anisotropy of material properties. The first sections of the book provide an introduction to the
vector and tensor algebra and analysis, with applications to physics, at undergraduate level.
Second rank tensors, in particular their symmetries, are discussed in detail. Differentiation and
integration of fields, including generalizations of the Stokes law and the Gauss theorem, are
treated. The physics relevant for the applications in mechanics, quantum mechanics,
electrodynamics and hydrodynamics is presented. The second part of the book is devoted to
tensors of any rank, at graduate level. Special topics are irreducible, i.e. symmetric traceless
tensors, isotropic tensors, multipole potential tensors, spin tensors, integration and spin-trace
formulas, coupling of irreducible tensors, rotation of tensors. Constitutive laws for optical,
elastic and viscous properties of anisotropic media are dealt with. The anisotropic media
include crystals, liquid crystals and isotropic fluids, rendered anisotropic by external orienting
fields. The dynamics of tensors deals with phenomena of current research. In the last section,
the 3D Maxwell equations are reformulated in their 4D version, in accord with special relativity.
An introductory text book for graduates and advanced undergraduates on group representation
theory. It emphasizes group theory's role as the mathematical framework for describing
symmetry properties of classical and quantum mechanical systems. Familiarity with basic
group concepts and techniques is invaluable in the education of a modern-day physicist. This
book emphasizes general features and methods which demonstrate the power of the grouptheoretical approach in exposing the systematics of physical systems with associated
symmetry. Particular attention is given to pedagogy. In developing the theory, clarity in
presenting the main ideas and consequences is given the same priority as comprehensiveness
and strict rigor. To preserve the integrity of the mathematics, enough technical information is
included in the appendices to make the book almost self-contained. A set of problems and
solutions has been published in a separate booklet. Request Inspection Copy
The purpose of the book is to develop a generative theory of shape that has two properties
regarded as fundamental to intelligence - maximizing transfer of structure and maximizing
recoverability of the generative operations. These two properties are particularly important in
the representation of complex shape - which is the main concern of the book. The primary goal
of the theory is the conversion of complexity into understandability. For this purpose, a
mathematical theory is presented of how understandability is created in a structure. This is
achieved by developing a group-theoretic approach to formalizing transfer and recoverability.
To handle complex shape, a new class of groups is developed, called unfolding groups. These
unfold structure from a maximally collapsed version of itself. A principal aspect of the theory is
that it develops a group-theoretic formalization of major object-oriented concepts such as
inheritance. The result is a mathematical language that brings interoperability into the very
foundations of geometry. The book gives extensive applications of the theory to CAD/CAM,
human and machine vision, robotics, software engineering, and physics. In CAD, lengthy
chapters are presented on mechanical and architectural design. For example, using the theory
of unfolding groups, the book works in detail through the main stages of mechanical
CAD/CAM: part-design, assembly and machining. And within part-design, an extensive
algebraic analysis is given of sketching, alignment, dimensioning, resolution, editing, sweeping,
feature-addition, and intent-management. In robotics, several levels of analysis are developed
for manipulator structure and kinematics. In software, a new theory is given of the principal
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factors such as text and class structure, object creation and modification, as well as inheritance
and hierarchy prediction. In physics, a new theory is given of the conservation laws, and
motion decomposition theorems in classical and quantum mechanics.
?????????????????????,?????????????????,??????????????

This is a textbook that derives the fundamental theories of physics from symmetry. It
starts by introducing, in a completely self-contained way, all mathematical tools needed
to use symmetry ideas in physics. Thereafter, these tools are put into action and by
using symmetry constraints, the fundamental equations of Quantum Mechanics,
Quantum Field Theory, Electromagnetism, and Classical Mechanics are derived. As a
result, the reader is able to understand the basic assumptions behind, and the
connections between the modern theories of physics. The book concludes with first
applications of the previously derived equations. Thanks to the input of readers from
around the world, this second edition has been purged of typographical errors and also
contains several revised sections with improved explanations.
This book is the second edition of an excellent undergraduate-level overview of
classical and modern physics, intended for students of physics and related subjects,
and also perfectly suited for the education of physics teachers. The twelve-chapter
book begins with Newtons laws of motion and subsequently covers topics such as
thermodynamics and statistical physics, electrodynamics, special and general relativity,
quantum mechanics and cosmology , the standard model and quantum
chromodynamics. The writing is lucid, and the theoretical discussions are easy to follow
for anyone comfortable with standard mathematics. An important addition in this second
edition is a set of exercises and problems, distributed throughout the book. Some of the
problems aim to complement the text, others to provide readers with additional useful
tools for tackling new or more advanced topics. Furthermore, new topics have been
added in several chapters; for example, the discovery of extra-solar planets from the
wobble of their mother stars, a discussion of the Landauer principle relating information
erasure to an increase of entropy, quantum logic, first order quantum corrections to the
ideal gas equation of state due to the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics. Both
gravitational lensing and the time-correction in geo-positioning satellites are explained
as theoretical applications of special and general relativity. The discovery of
gravitational waves, one of the most important achievements of physical sciences, is
presented as well. Professional scientists, teachers, and researchers will also want to
have this book on their bookshelves, as it provides an excellent refresher on a wide
range of topics and serves as an ideal starting point for expanding ones knowledge of
new or unfamiliar fields. Readers of this book will not only learn much about physics,
they will also learn to love it.
The Fundamentals of Atomic and Molecular Physics is intended as an introduction to
the field for advanced undergraduates who have taken quantum mechanics. Each
chapter builds upon the previous, using the same tools and methods throughout. As the
students progress through the book, their ability to use these tools will steadily
increase, along with their confidence in their efficacy. The book treats the two-electron
atom as the simplest example of the many-electron atom—as opposed to using
techniques that are not applicable to many-electron atoms—so that it is unnecessary to
develop additional equations when turning to multielectron atoms, such as carbon.
External fields are treated using both perturbation theory and direct diagonalization and
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spontaneous emission is developed from first principles. Only diatomic molecules are
considered with the hydrogen molecular ion and neutral molecule treated in some
detail. This comprehensive coverage of the quantum mechanics of complex atoms and
simple diatomic molecules, developed from the very basic components, is extremely
useful for students considering graduate studies in any area of physics.
This book is intended for undergraduates and young researchers who wish to
understand the role that different branches of physics and mathematics play in the
execution of actual experiments. The unique feature of the book is that all the subjects
addressed are strictly interconnected within the context of the execution of a single
experiment with very high accuracy, namely the redetermination of the Avogadro
constant NA, one of the fundamental physical constants. The authors illustrate how the
basic laws of physics are applied to describe the behavior of the quantities involved in
the measurement of NA and explain the mathematical reasoning and computational
tools that have been exploited. It is emphasized that all these quantities, although
pertaining to a specific experiment, are of wide and general interest. The book is
organized into chapters covering the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with single
crystals, linear elasticity and anisotropy, propagation of thermal energy, anti-vibration
mounting systems, and data analysis and B-spline interpolation. An essential feature is
the focus on the role of Mathematica, an invaluable, fully integrated software
environment for handling diverse scientific and technical computations.
Notes on symmetry, point groups, space groups, Born-Haber cycle, simple vibrating
systems, introduction to specific heat, Clausius-Mossotti formula.
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